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In Tanekura, a village in the Hida district of Gifu, many traditional wooden folk and store houses have remained.
This paper aims to clarify housing lay-out analysis through land use and land ownership in Tanekura. This paper is based on a literature review, local residents' interviews and field survey from 2009 to 2015, consists of following six chapters, an introduction(Chapter1),a body(Chapter2~5) and a conclusion(Chapter6).
Chapter1, as an introduction part, shows the research background, a way of study and an aim of study. Tanekura is the mountain settlement in the north of Gifu prefecture.
Chapter2, There are fifteen folk houses and twenty one storehouses in Tanekura village. The folk houses were arranged on the flat land like two bows along the Atotsugawa fault, where the residents took water from six springs. And I showed the summary of traditional wooden folk and store houses in Tanekura through our research of the past. Chapter5, I considered the factor to arrange storehouses by arranged folk houses. And I considered the factor to transform traditional wooden folk and store houses through land use and land ownership.
Chapter6, The following three points were clarified as the conclusion. 2. In the case of some owners' land around owners' folk houses, storehouses were constructed on the edge of owners' land within some distance from owners' folk houses. In the case of few owners' land around owners' folk houses, storehouses were constructed on the way to owners' cultivated land or on owners' land near larger cultivated land.
And in mountain settlements, flat land was not so many, so most of wooden storehouses were arranged on the slopes near cultivated land. So in some case, three storied storehouses called "Kake zukuri" were constructed.
3. Sometimes storehouses were reconstructed. I confirmed ten storehouses that were reconstructed in Tanekura.
Three storehouses were already reconstructed from Meiji period to about 1926. Two storehouses were reconstructed when the rice fields were expanded after 1939, and after three storehouses were reconstructed. In recent years, two storehouses were reconstructed on useful place because of few anxieties about the fire. 
